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catalogues of important holdings throughout the world. 4 We hope to provide a useful guide to opportunities now available for research on Chinese history and culture through the Manchu language.
language. It has a demonstrable relationship to both its ancestral language, Jurchen, and its contemporaneous languages and dialects of Northeast Asia; it has a rich oral literature; and it has a documented connection to the political concepts and religious life of Inner Asia. Manchu's functions as a natural language should not obscure another fact, which is that documentary Manchu was a creation of the early Ch'ing state. The forerunners of the Ch'ing, particularly the Jurchens of the Chien-chou "garrisons" (wei-so), used Mongolian and t'ung-wen FpJ1, a form of written Chinese that imitated the grammatical order of the Jurchen language.5 Ch'ing historical memory credited to Nurgaci in 1599 the commissioning of a script, to be adapted from Mongolian, to allow Jurchen/Manchu to achieve its own documentary form.
Annalistic materials were revised and reprinted at intervals, some of which coincided with major stages in the evolution of the script. The records of the Nurgaci era were first produced in Manchu script during the reigns of Hung Taiji (1627-35; 1636-43) and revised repeatedly during the later seventeenth century. In the second Hung Taiji reign, the script was partially vocalized, using the "circles and dots" that today distinguish "New Manchu" (tongki fuka sindaha hergen, hsin man-wen) from "Old Manchu" (lao man-wen), or "script without circles or dots" (tongki fuka akiu hergen). The emergence of the Manchu script and Manchu documents accompanied the rise of the Ch'ing and formation of the state. Quite apart from the value of what is written in Manchu, the language and evolving script are organically linked to institutional development in the early Ch'ing period. 8 For an introduction to these materials see Sheng-ching hsing-puyuan-tang: Ch' ing T'ai-tsung Ch'ung-te san nien chih Chl'ung-te ssu nien SJmf3jgt: . _ comp. Chung-kuo jen-min ta-hsiieh, Ch'ing-shih yen-chiu-so, and Chung-kuo ti-i li-shih tang-ankuan (Peking: Ch'un-chung ch'u-pan-she, 1985), pp. 1-8. 9 The archives of the National Palace Museum in Taiwan, for instance, contain several hundreds of uncatalogued Manchu documents, including fragments of a translation of the Ming shih. We are grateful to Dr. Nicola di Cosmo for a brief description of these materials and of the cataloguing in which he and the staff of the archives are engaged. See also Fletcher, "Manchu Sources," pp. 143-44. 10 The keeping of the records on the activities of the emperor (ch 'i-chu chu) was originally an extension of these bureaucratic structures, and got a rather fitful start under the Ch'ing. On the historical background of such record-keeping in Manchu and the status of current holdings in Taiwan term kamcime, Chinese ho-pi >e), and in many cases edicts, regulations, compendia, and some memorials were completely rendered in two or three languages with no obvious loss of information or connotation. It is a mistake, however, before examining both or all versions, to assume that any translation wholly corresponds to its original. There are instances of error, omission, and deliberate censorship in materials generated in Manchu and later rendered into Chinese. Some abridgments, such as those found in certain passages translated from the early Manchu annals into Chinese, were made by deleting what at the time were considered to be extraneous details; historians will be interested to view the most complete and original version. That Manchu-language texts were deliberately altered has been well established by previous scholars like Mo Tung-yin, who in 1958 pointed out that the shamanic context of Nurgaci's original oaths against the Ming was purposely obscured when the passages were translated into Chinese."2 Other omissions from the Manchu documents, though perhaps not intentional, can be revealing. Beatrice Bartlett, for example, has cited the unpublished Manchu version of a rescript that reveals especially vivid threats of the Yung-cheng emperor against his brother Yinssu, the flavor of which can hardly be captured in the Chinese rendition. were incorporated into common bureaucratic diction; for example, the Manchu term hetu ("horizontal") was the source for the Chinese term hei-t'u ME for memorials used to manage Shen-yang affairs.57 On one level these changes are cultural traces of the strong bureaucratic position of the Manchu elite through the early and middle Ch'ing period. On another they are emblematic of the ideological mood of the Ch'ien-lung court. The court attempted to encourage and enforce education in the purified language standard. Pedagogical materials generated under the court imprimatur also tended to undergo private reproduction and modification, sometimes keeping their titles while altering the text.58 The originals from which home study guides were derived may be found in many archives, and the most prominent should be identified here. Of special interest is Ortai's guide to the reading of Old Manchu, Tongkifuka aku hergen-i bithe (1741), for those who were literate in Manchu but mystified by the unvocalized script. 
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regulations against the participation of bannermen in either street or more formal theater, it is well known that the regulations were disregarded not only by banner commoners, but also by noblemen and imperial clansmen, some of whom dissipated their fortunes by supporting theatrical troupes and commissioning entertainments. What is often overlooked in this famous tradition, however, is that the theater provided an environment for the continued nurturing of Manchu in the folk arts.
The Ch'ing court used the officially sanctioned taste for poetics and romance to glorify the regional origins of the dynasty. There are two outstanding products of this policy. The first, of the K'anghsi era, Pi-shu shan-chuang (Alin i tokso de halhuin bejailaha gi bithe) and its illustrated edition, Pi-shu shan-chuang t 'u-ying, celebrated the scenes of the summer palace in Jehol, the high plateau outside the Great Wall, where the emperor, accompanied by as many as twelve thousand courtiers and banner troops, spent four to five months each year hunting, drilling the troops in martial arts, and feting Mongol nobles.86 The poem and its illustrations were the result of collaboration among the emperor, civilian and bannerman scribes and poets, draftsmen and artists, and Ripa, who engraved the copper plates.
The second great work was the Ch'ien-lung emperor's "Ode to Mukden" (Sheng-ching fu, Mukden i fujurun bithe). The "Ode" had complex origins and an equally complex role in the construction of a Ch'ien-lung ideological facade, and its importance can only be suggested here. It may have been inspired by travelogues and territorial disputes of the K'ang-hsi era, and it certainly owed a debt to the folklore-envy of Hung Taiji's state-building.87 When completed, the poem was transcribed in thirty-two "fancy" or "imaginary" 
